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Item Number: beycopublicidad.com ISBN "In , the long silence finally gave birth to music - to the piano miniature Fur Alina. It is
clear that, with this piece, Part had found himself, and the compositional technique he used then for the first time inspires his oeuvre
to this day/5(6). For Arvo Part, was to be the year he made his decisive breakthrough with a miniature for piano, Fur Alina. Part says
of this work: It was the first piece that was on a new plateau. Variationen zur Gesundung von Arinuschka; Fur Alina: UE [Arvo Part]
on beycopublicidad.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Variationen Zur Gesundung Von Arinuschka; Fur Alina composed
by Arvo Part. For Piano. Full score (study). Author: Arvo Part. Variationen zur Gesundung von Arinuschka; Fur Alina: UE Jan 1, by
Arvo Part. Sheet music. $ $ 15 Only 5 left in stock - order soon. More Buying Choices. $ (12 used & new offers) Paperback. Fratres
for Violin and Piano: UE by Part, Arvo () Sheet music Sheet music. $ $ 39 Only 1 left in stock. Fur Alina, a brief and poignantly
spare work for piano, represents the essence of the so-called "tintinnabula" technique for which Estonian composer Arvo Part has
become famous. The work was composed in , a year in which he emerged from a .
Part's signature chiming 'tintinnabuli' style is beautifully evoked in three pieces designed to console and comfort their dedicatees: the
tolling, melancholic profundity of Fur Alina; the quietly majestic and moving Fur Anna Maria and the limpid, liquid invention of .
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